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Abstract 

The behavior of modal choice with regards to taking a trip is greatly 
influenced by the transportation choices of preceding trips. Also, the 
sequential trips of an individual are related to one another, and are 
statistically represented by the connecting structure of the purpose of 
each trip. Therefore, the structural mechanism of traffic demand can be 

understood by considering the urban activities of individuals. This study 
aims to investigate a new approach of the modal choice model by analyz- 
ing the sequential mechanism of trip purpose and transportation choice. 

The similarities and dissimilarities of travel activities with regards to 
personal attributes are analyzed. Next, the relationship of trip purpose 
and transportation choice between an intended trip and the preceding trip 

is investigated using a cross table. Modal choice models are constructed 
by considering the mode of the preceding trip and are applied based on the 
structural mechanism of the purpose of sequential trips with regards to 
personal attributes. The characteristics of the proposed modal choice 
model are also discussed. 

Keywords: Disaggregate model, Sequential trip, User consciousness, 
Mode choice, Person trip survey 

1. Introduction 

The  traditional disaggregate logit model is used to  analyze and forecast the modal choice 
of trips in which the relationship between preceding and intended trips a re  not taken into 
consideration. However, the modal choice of a trip is (1) greatly influenced by the transpor- 
tation measures of the preceding trip. Therefore, traditional models for modal choice can 
only be applied to  the first generated trip of an  individual. Modal choice models for second 
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trips and over require careful consideration of the transportation choices of preceding trips 
to substantially deal with personal travel behavior. The traditional modal choice model 
analyzes each trip independently. (2) Trip chains throughout a single day of an individual 
are also represented by the connecting structure of each trip's purpose. The transportation 
mode used in sequential trips is related to the connecting structure of each trip's purpose. (3) 
Urban activities are undergoing major changes as a result of, for example, the increased 
aging and working female populations, and the structure of the modal choice model in urban 
areas is greatly influenced by these activities. The structural mechanisms of traffic demand 
should therefore be analyzed while considering these facts. 

On the other hand, modal choice is influenced not only by physical factors but also by 
factors associated with an individual's consciousness. Even the evaluation of an individual's 
physical characteristics differs among various groups. In addition, it is difficult to evaluate 
the characteristics of each mode. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which is useful 
for evaluating the consciousness of an individual, can be applied to include the model of 
modal choice as a dependent variable. 

In this study, the structural mechanisms of modal choice based on the linked structure 
of trip purpose and transportation choice are investigated while considering user conscious- 
ness and personal attributes. Firstly, in each group of classified personal attributes, the 
relationships between the purpose of the intended (generated) trip and the preceding 
(attracted) trip are illustrated in a cross table. The sequential structure of trip purpose is 
then understood. 

Modal choice models are constructed by considering AHP weights, which are investigat- 
ed using AHP structure, and are analyzed through the application of Quantification theory 
1 with personal attributes, transport service factors and so on. Therefore secondly, using 
these AHP weights as explanatory variables, a disaggregate logit model for modal choice is 
proposed. In other words, the consciousness of a traveler with regards to modal choice is 
introduced in the model. Using these results, the structural mechanisms of modal choice 
considering user consciousness are observed and evaluated. 

Thirdly, the relationships in modes between preceding and intended trips are investigated 
in the cross table. Moreover, the independence, simultaneity or hierarchy of these relation- 
ships is investigated using correlation coefficients and so on, and the fundamental structural 
mechanism of the modal choice is revealed. Modal choice models are constructed by using 
the transportation choices of the preceding trips as the explanatory variables. 

Finally, from these results, and based on the connecting structure of the trip purpose, the 
proposed modal choice models are applied and evaluated. In this study, trip purposes are 
classified into 15 types based on the data of the third person-trip survey (1993) obtained in 
Northern Kyushu, Japan. An urban area in Fukuoka, which is divided into 197 zones, was 
selected as shown in Fig. 1. This area is composed of eight cities, 13 towns and one village. 

2. Classification of Personal Attributes Based on the Characteristics of Trips 

To precisely understand the characteristics of a trip, it is important to classify individual 
personal attributes. That is, the similarities in distributions of trip productions and travel 
means as well as other travel characteristics, such as similarities in trip purposes, OD 
distribution, modal choices and the sequential linkage of trips. 

To  classify personal attributes, detailed divisions using a cross table of 5-year-interval 
age groups and 12 occupations can be considered as in Tables 1 and 2. Classification of each 
travel characteristic is analyzed by cluster analysis using the relationship between personal 
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u 
Fig. 1 Fukuoka urban area, Northern Kyushu. 

Table 1 Male Age Groupings in Twelve Occupations. 

Occupation 

Managers and officials 

Agricultural workers 1 
Workers in transportation 1 
Production process workers 

Miners 

Service workers 

Students 

Children 1 26 1 27 

Housekeepers I 

~umbersre~resent t h e - ~ r o u ~  No. for each category of males. 

Unemployed I 29 I 30 1 31 1 32 

Note: Blanks represent no trip or a small number of samples. 
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Table 2 Female Age Groupings in Twelve Occupations. 

Clerical and related workers 

Managers and officials 

Sales workers 

Atxicultural workers 

1 I 2 1 3  
5 1 6 1  7 

9 10 11 

1 12 I 13 I 
Workers in transportation 

Production urocess workers 

4 

8 

Miners 

Service workers 

I 14 1 15 

- - -  

I 20 1 21 1 22 I 23 I 
Students 

Children 

 umbers represent the-(;roup No. for every category of females. 

- - 

Housekeepers 

Unemployed 

attributes. This resulted in 32 categories for males and 36 categories for females. 
From the viewpoint of travel demand, differences in the occupations of males and 

females were observed. For example, no male housekeepers and no female miners were 
observed. Divisions of clerical and related workers also differed: 2 male divisions and 4 
female divisions were observed. The remaining occupation groups revealed few differences 
between males and females with regards to age group subdivisions. 

As mentioned above, a classification of personal attributes under various trip character- 
istics was revealed. As a result, sequential linkage structural models of trip production, 
generation and attraction can be constructed. 

I 16 I 17 I 18 I 19 I 

1 27 1 28 

3. Linked Structure of Trip Purposes in Each Group 

Note: Blanks represent no trip or a small number of samples. 

30 

Various trip purposes were identified such as commuting, attending school and business, 
private purposes and so on as shown in Table 3, which were also obtained by analyzing 
similarities in trip characteristics. Most persons start their trips at home and finish away 
from home. Therefore, most people undergo two or more linked trips in one day. In this case, 
these individual chains are classified by similarities in trip characteristics within each group 
of personal attributes as mentioned in Section 2. 

The fact that the travel purposes of preceding and following trips are related is obvious. 
But, these relationships greatly differ depending on personal attributes as well as transporta- 
tion facilities, traffic conditions, and so on. However, it is assumed that the relationships 
among trip production, generation and attraction can be standardized in each group with 
similar travel characteristics. 

Our aim is not to show the individual cycles of a trip chain. Rather, the aim of this study 
is to relate the connecting structure of trip purposes among attracted preceding trips and 
generated following trips (Fig. 2) .  The linked structure of trip purposes throughout a single 
day in an individual group can be calculated by considering the sequential linkages of 
preceding and following travels. A linkage model is represented in Table 4. Each row in the 

24 

29 

I 
- - -  

3 1 32 33 

25 26 

34 1 35 36 
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Table 3 Classification of Trip Purposes and Relative Percentages. 

+ 4 Trip production ( purpose n ) 

I 
Linkage of preceding trip to the following trip Following trips 
with regards to trip purpose n 

( purpose 1.2; ..,IS) ' ( Purpose n ) b 

Attracted Generated 

Fig. 2 Basic Concept of the Linkage of Trip Purposes. 

Table 4 Linkage of Trip Purposes based on the Relationship between Attracted Preceding 
Trips and Generated Following Trips. 

n : Number of purpose in following trip 
m : Number of purpose in preceding trip 

t,,, : Amount of productions in purpose n 
t,,, : Amount of preceding attracted trips with purpose m 

and following generated trips with purpose n of following generated trip 
G,, : Total trip generations for purpose n in following trips 

Trip production a 
Purpose 1 

m 

Purpose 15 
Total 

Purpose 1 - . . n . a .  Purpose 15 

. . t a,I . . . 

- .  . . . t m 

/ 

o m s  . . . t IS,, 

G I  ... G 11 
... 

15 
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Table 5 Connecting Structure in Purposes between Sequential Preceding Attracted 
Trips and Following Generated Trips (All Male and Female Groups). 

( X  1OOOtrip ) 

Notes : Purpose number is shown in Table 2 : over 30000 trip 

Ratio 

a) Purpose distribution of preceding trips 
linked to the commuting trips 

0.6 -1 
I 

b) Purpose distribution of preceding trips 1 
linked to the business 1 trips 

- - -- - - --- - -- --i 

0.6 1 7 -  c) Purpose distribution of preceding trips 7 
linked to the private 1 trips 

Z % 5 h 5 b f l 0  9 , Q , \ , % + , b +  

Notes: number of purpose is shown in Table 2 

0.2 

Fig. 3 Purpose Distribution of Preceding Trips Linked to the Following Trip 
(All Male and Female Groups). 

- - - - - - -- 

0.0 1 1 1 1 1 - ,  . I - 

- 

I , , ,  L 

--- - - 
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table shows the attracted preceding trips with purpose "m" and each column shows the 
generated following trips with purpose "n". The purpose "n" of the following trips are given 
by additional producing trips with the same purpose and the preceding trips. When a 
following trip is the first generated trip in a single day, it does not have a preceding trip. 
Therefore, the preceding trips are defined as trip productions. 

Because of the lack of space, it is not possible to show all of the tables of linkage 
structure in every male and female group. Therefore, to understand the trends in trip 
purposes linkage, graphs showing the relationships between the attracted preceding trips and 
the generated following trips are shown for all groups of male and female. 

Typical linkages of purpose distributions of trips preceding the commuting, business 1 
and private 1 trips for all male and female groups are shown in Fig. 3. The y-axis represents 
the ratio of purposes of preceding trips, in terms of the following generated trip. It seems 
that the purposes of trips preceding commuting almost occupy the trip productions, as in the 
case of males. Therefore, commuting can be assumed to be the first trip in a day and are 
given only by preceding trip productions; others are negligible. In preceding trips, business 
1 trips have various purposes as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The purposes of trips preceding business 
1 are business 1, commuting and production. Some business 1 trips are repeated, and 
succeeding business 1 trips are somewhat affected by preceding business 4 trips. With private 
1 trips, approximately half of the preceding trips are the starting trips of the day (trip 
productions) (Fig. 3 (c)) .  This therefore includes a large number of trips that are taken by 
housewives. In addition, there is a slight trip generation of private 1 trips that are succeeded 
by commuting and private 2 trips. 

4. Modal Choice Model Considering Traveler Consciousness 

4.1 Summary of Questionnaire Survey and its Analysis using the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

For the questionnaire, three station areas (Akama, Maebaru and Higashifukuma) on the 
JR Kyushu line were selected. These areas were all located in residential areas near 
Fukuoka City (Fig. 1).  The questionnaire survey data was analyzed to evaluate the modal 
choice of commuting passengers and students attending school. The factors for modal choice 
were identified by a preliminary questionnaire, and summarized in a flow chart arranged into 
five grades (Fig. 4) .  The investigation was carried out from October 21st to 23rd, 1999. A 
summary of this questionnaire survey is shown in Table 6. 

Modal choice is influenced not only by physical factors but also by consciousness. An 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) , which is useful for evaluating consciousness with 
regards to modal choice, can be applied to build a model of modal choice. But, the AHP 
model is not as precise as the disaggregate logit model. Therefore, using AHP weights as 

Table 6 Summary of Questionnaire Survey 

Method of survey 
Distribution date 
Collection date 
District 
Number distributed .." ".." "." " 

Number collected 
............................. "" ,.,.- "-."-." .*..,,- ".-."-," -.,,,- ,.,-,,,-. 

Percentage of questionnaire collected 

Leave-and -mail survey 
21-23 October 1999 
21-31 October 1999 

Maebaru 
140 ... ..... 
45 

.".**,." ..... -.--..-,--.-.-.---* 
32.1 % 

Munakata 
140 

" ,...,.., 

47 ..-.. "l*."."l"" -...-.-., "-* 

33.6% 

Chikushi 
140 ".--" 
44 

...,.,.-.-.,. "."...".. .,.--..,,- 

31.4% 
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111 Level 2 

Comfort 

Convenience u 

Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
1. Danger of traffic accident - 
2. Danger of other crime 

3. Econom-q in travel 

4. Tiredness Bicycle 

5. Congestion - 
6. Chance for reading book etc. in the transportation - 
7. Carrying baggage n 
8. Travel time L 

9. Exactness at arrival time - 
1 

10. Waiting time Y 

11. Distance to station or bus stop - 

q13.  At root choice I U  
14. Caring about personal appearance - 
15. Necessity of transfer - 

- .  

16. Using of car for work 
17. S h o ~ ~ i n g  at stores around station z .  " 

18. Holding- of ~arkinrr lot 

Fig. 4 Consciousness of Modal Choice. 

alternatives of explanatory variables, a disaggregate logit model for modal choice was 
proposed and applied in this study. To apply this model using not only questionnaire survey 
data but also data concerning an individual's trip, these AHP weights were represented by 
various factors in the application of the Quantification theory 1. The modal choice hierarchy 
of the AHP method is shown in Fig. 4. There are four selected modes of transport (by foot 
or bicycle, car, bus and train). 

4.2 Estimation of AHP Weights for Alternative Mode 

Eighteen factors of AHP weights for alternative modes at level 5 were analyzed using 
Quantification Theory 1. The AHP weights used as dependent variables were assumed using 
the following logistic curve equation: 

where 8i(jk)= (1 : if i individual selects k category of j item, 0 : otherwise) 

a j k  : category score 
I? : number of item 
Cj  : number of category in j item 

By converting equation (I), 

The results of the model for the car and train modes in factor 1 are shown in Table 7. The 
multiple correlation coefficient is 0.565 and the partial correlation coefficient was highest a t  
0.427 with regards to age. Also, the coefficients of personal attributes such as occupation 
were high. The range, and partial and multiple correlation coefficients for each factor are 
indicated in Table 8. The highest multiple correlation coefficient was observed for factor 8, 
"travel time", as 0.729. Those of the other models were low a t  0.547-0.719. Modal choice 
models for all trips were constructed with AHP weights as explanatory variables, which were 
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Table 7 Results of Quantification Theory 1 for Factor 1. 

Item Category Number Cat. Sco. Range ................. 
Par. con. 

Sex Male 96 0.017 0.042 ................................................................................................. 
Female 63 -0.025 0.054 

b e  Under 30 23 -0.168 0.66 .................................................................................................. 
30-39 13 0.483 0.427 ................................................................................ 
40-49 35 0.145 ................................................................................ 
50-54 23 -0.069 ................................................................................. 
55-59 23 -0.073 ................................................................................. 
60-64 24 -0.044 ................................................................................. 
60 and over 18 -0.177 

Occupation Sales and service workers etc. 21 -0.187 0.409 ................................................................................................. 
Clerical and related workers 30 0.222 0.34 ................................................................................ 
Technical workers 35 -0.126 ................................................................................ 
Managers 20 0.093 ................................................................................ 
Students 7 -0.025 ................................................................................. 
Housekeepers 18 0.078 ................................................................................. 
Others 28 -0.050 

Distance 0-17.5km 85 0.082 0.176 

Constant -1.609 
Multiple correlation coefficient 0.565 

Table 8 Results of Quantification Theory 1 for all Factors except Factor 1. 

Note : R = multiple correlation coefficient. Factor number is shown in Figure 4. 
a: sex f: access distance to staion k: number of transfer times by train 
b: age g: traffic congestion degree I: number of train 
c: occupation h: number of road line m: converted difference of distance 
d: distance to office by road I: 3rd industries employee in generating zone n: converted difference of time 
e: distance to office by train j: 3rd industries employee in generating zone o: converted difference of expense 
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Table 9 AHP-type Disaggregate Logit Model for Train and Car modes. 

calculated using Quantification theory 1. For example, the results of the model for the car 
and train modes are shown in Table 9. The likelihood ratios ranged from 0.129 to 0.453. The 
hit total ratios ranged from 68.9% to 82.1%. As the t-values of variables such as having a 
license and car were high in all models, these variables were considered to have an impact 
on modal choice in many purposes. 

5. Modal Choice Model Considering the Relationship of Transportation Choice 
of the Preceding and the Following Trips 

The disaggregate logit model is usually applied to analyze the modal choice of trips in 
which the relationship between preceding and following trips are not taken into considera- 
tion. However, the modal choice of a trip is strongly influenced by the transportation choice 
of the preceding trip. Therefore, the traditional model for modal choice can only be applied 
to the first generated trips of an individual. However, with modal choice models for second 
trips and over, careful consideration of the transportation choice of preceding trips is 
required to substantially deal with personal travel behavior. The relationships between 
transportation choices of preceding and following trips are shown in Table 10. Ninety-five 
% of persons who use a car for preceding trips, also used a car in the following trip. Also, 
89.6% of the preceding trips made by bicycle are made by bicycle in the following trip. 
Therefore, most of the transportation modes used in a subject trip are the same as those used 
in the preceding trip and that transportation choice in a subject trip is strongly influenced by 
the transportation choice of the preceding trip. 

The number of trips in a day in order of generation is shown in Table 11. The ratio of 
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Table 10 Relationships between Transportation Choice of Preceding and Following Trips. 

Table 11 Number of Trips in a Day in order of Generation. 

b e  following trip 
The preceding tk 
First generated trip 
Walk 
Bicycle 
Bike 
Taxi 
Car 
Bus 
--,.--.--,.-, ",.*" ,,.,.,- 

Train 
-" 

Other 

Other 

0.3% 
0.1% 
0.0% 

---,-,.,--,- 0.1% 
0.5% 
0.1% 

--"-.---",.," 

0.1% 
0.2% 

65.5% 

Table 12 Correlation Coefficients of Modal Choice among Generated Trip Numbers 

Sum 

100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 

-,"--.. 

100.0% 
100.0% ----- 
100.0% 

--*---,-,..-- 

100.0% 
100.0% 
100.0% 

Walk 

26.8% 
81.6% 

.,,,. 

3.5% 
2.7% 

12.6% 
2.5% 

.,,.,..,.,"".,.,".,.,,.- 

14.6% .-.-" -.,. "" 

9.1% 
5.5% 

ratio Order of generation 

Sixth generated trip 
Seventh generated trip 

Number of trips 
( x 10000 trip ) 

first generated trips was highest a t  53.2%. The numbers of second and third generated trips 
taken in a day were 19.3% and 13.8%. The sum of the ratio of these three generated trips 
is 86.3%. Differences in the relationships of modal choice between preceding and following 
trips and generated trip numbers were investigated. The results of the correlation coeffi- 
cients among the modal choice of generated trip numbers are shown in Table 12. Most 
correlation coefficients were over 0.800. 

The relationships of the correlation coefficients in modal choice among generated trip 
number were analyzed by analyzing the correlations. The null hypothesis is "the correlation 
coefficient in modal choice between a pair of generated trip numbers is zero". The results 
of correlation analysis are shown in Table 12, and marked with * and **. All pairs of 
generated trip numbers were significant a t  1%. As a result, the relationships of transporta- 
tion measures between preceding and following trips did not differ among orders of a 
generated trip. Therefore, modal choice models for two types of trips, first generated trips 
and other generated trips, were constructed for each trip purpose. 

The numbers of first and other orders of generated trips under each trip purpose 

17 
9 

Bicycle 

10.4% 
3.8% 

89.6% 
0.6% 
1.1% 
0.6% 

-.,,.".,."- ..., 

1.3% 
...-.,..,..,.,-.,- 

1.8% 
1.3% 

2.1% 
1.1% 

0.732 
0.933 
0.921 
0.992 
0.994 
0.995 
1.000 

Bus 

7.3% 
2.7% 
"" 

0.6% 
-.,-, "." 

-,",,.,., &?% 
7.6% ... " "," 

0.5% 
68.8% 
3.6% 
3.0% 

Result of Test of correlation : * is significant at 5 %  ** is significant at 1% 

Correction 
1.First generated trip 
2.Second generated trip 
3.Third generated trip 
4.Fourth generated trip 
5.Fifth generated trip 
&Sixth generated trip 
7.Seventh generated trip 

Train 

11.0% 
2.4% - 
0.8% 

,,.,.----., 

014% 
6.8% 
0.7% 

--..,--.-- 

4.2% 
-.,,~,.,----,-,.,~---u-..,,~.,-,.~,--,,----~--.--,..,.~.,- 

73.6% 
3.9% 

Bike 

3.5% 
0.4% 
0.3% 

,.,-" ..--= 

86.5% 
0.3% 
0.3% . ."."",. .,., 
0.3% 
0.5% 

," "" 

0.7% 

2 3 4 5 6 7  
0.788 
0.964 
0.955 
0.999 
1.000 
** 
** 

0.710 
0.937 
0.912 
0.994 
0.992 
1.000 
** 

1 
1.000 
** 
*+ 

** 
** 
** 
** 

Taxi 

0.8% 
0.9% 
0.2% 

"" --.,.,-,.,- 

61.3% 
0.3% 

,.,*,",,..,,,*..," 

3.0% 
1.6% 

," 

1.8% 

Car 

39.9% 
8.3% 
5.0% 

-,-,--,-,-..,,.* 

022,29.4% 
9.8% 

95.0% - 
7.8% 
9.5% 

" 

18.3% 

0.879 
1.000 
** 
** 
** 
** 
* 

0.917 
0.980 
1.000 
** 
** 
+* 
** 

0.772 
0.964 
0.948 
1.000 
** 
** 
** 
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category are shown in Table 13. With commuting and attending trips, the ratios of first 
generated trips were 96.9% and 99.5%, respectively. Most of the trips categorized under 
these purposes were first generated trips. On the other hand, the ratios of other orders of 
generated trips in business 1, 2 and 3 were high a t  97.7%, 97.9% and 95.0%) respectively. Also, 
other orders of generated trips in business 4, return commute, return from attending, business 
5 (return), other private trip (return), private 1 (return) and private 2 (return) occurred 
almost 100% and completely followed other generated trips. These trips are the return trips 

Table 13 Number of First and Other Orders of Generated Trips in Each Trip Purpose Category. 

onstructed model 

Table 14 AHP-type Disaggregate Logit Model for First Generated Trip for Train and Car Modes. 

Hit ratio 

Notice : * is significant level at 5%. Factor number is shown in Figure 4. 

Total 
Car 
Train 

581 
428 
153 

80.2% 
90.9% ........................................ 
59.6% 

82.1% 
77.5% 
86.8% 

541 
249 
292 

77.8% 
81.1% 
75.0% 

234 
106 
128 

76.0% 
93.6% 
45.6% 

246 
156 
90 
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of each trip purpose category. In private 1 and 2 trips, the other generated trips were higher 
than the first generated trip in terms of ratio. In business 5, the ratio of the first generated 
trip was high at 54.7%. Both ratios of the first generated trips and other generated trips 
exceeded 30% in business 5, private 1 and private 2. Modal choice models for each purpose 
category with many trips should be constructed. Consequently, for first generated trips, 
construction of modal choice models for commuting, attending, business 1, 2, 3, 5 and private 
1, 2 is required. Also, for other generated trips, modal choice models for all purpose 
categories except those for attending trips were constructed. 

Models for first generated trips were constructed as shown in Table 14. Due to the 
limitations of space, models for some trip purposes in the car and train modes were focused 
on using random sampling data of approximately 500 trip surveys. The explanatory vari- 
ables used were car dummy as car specific variables, AHP weights at Level 5 for modes in 
18 factors as the common variables, and holding of a license and car as car specific variables. 
The hit ratios were 76.0-82.1% and the likelihood ratios were 0.234-0.453. As the t-values of 
variables such as holding of a license and car were high in all models, these variables were 
considered to have impacts on modal choice in many purpose categories. With commuting 
trips, the t-value of travel time was high. From the results, travel time was also observed as 
being very important for commuting trip modal choice. Also, the t-values of the danger of 
other crimes were high in commuting, attending and private 1 trips. Consciousness of the 
danger of other crimes seems to influence modal choice behavior. 

h'Iodels for the other orders of generated trips were constructed as shown in Tables 15 

Table 15 AHP-type Disaggregate Logit Model for Other Generated Trips for Train and Car Modes (1). 

Notice : * is significant level at 5%. Factor number is shown in Figure 4. 
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Table 16 AHP-type Disaggregate Logit Model for Other Generated Trips for Train and Car Modes (2 ) .  

Return commute I Return from attending I Private 1 (back) I Private 2 (back) 
Explanatory variable 

arameter I T-value IParameter I T-value IParameter I T-value !Parameter I T-value 
Dummy (car) 

AHPl 4.307 

Number of data 
Number of mode 
Likelihood ratio 

and 16. They were constructed in the same way as the models for first generated trips using 
random sampling data of trip surveys. Because of the limitations of space, only models of 
the car and train modes are shown. Car dummy was used as the car specific variables, AHP 
weights at Level 5 for modes in 18 factors as the common variables, and holding of a license 
and car as car specific variables. Moreover, the modes of the preceding trips were used as 
dummy variables. The hit ratios were 75.3-98.9% and the likelihood ratios were 0.252-0.929. 
High precision was obtained in many models, especially for return trip models. Their hit 
ratios were over 90% and their likelihood ratios were over 0.550. As the t-values of the 
variables for modes of preceding trips were high in all models, it can be suggested that these 
variables have a strong impact on modal choice for all generated trips except the first one. 
With private 1 trips, the t-values of using a car for work and economy in AHP weights were 
high. Therefore, private 1 trips of other generated trips, transportation expense and using of 
car for work had an impact on modal choice. With return commutes, the t-value of travel 
time in AHP weights was high as with the first generated trip. With return from private 1 
trip, the exactness of arrival time and the distance to the station or bus stop were important 
factors. Comparisons between the traditional model, which is a disaggregate logit model for 
all trips in each trip purpose category (Table 8 ) ,  and our proposed model is shown in Table 
17 for private 1 and 2 trips. In our opinion, the proposed model has many advantages over 
the traditional model. As a result, it was revealed that the transportation choice of the 
preceding trips has a strong influence on the modal choice of subject trips. AIso, the 
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Table 17 Comparisons of the Traditional and Proposed Models. 

Traditional mode 
Private 1 trip 
Private 2 trip 

construction of modal choice models for the first and other order generated trips provided an 
understanding of modal choice behavior and a higher precision. 

Likelihood ratio Hit ratio 
0.129 68.9% 
0.241 75.1% 

Proposed model 

Private 1 trip 
Private 2 trip 

6. Modal Choice Model Based on the Linked Structure of Trip 
Purpose and Transportation Choice 

In the previous section, modal choice models for intended trips considering the transpor- 
tation choice of the preceding trip were constructed. More precise models can also be 
constructed. The structure of the transportation choices of sequential trips is also related to 
the connecting structure of trip purposes. Trip chains in a single day for each person group 
were represented by the connecting structure of trip purposes. In Section 2, the structure 
mechanism of trip purposes was analyzed. The proposed model of modal choice based on the 
linked structure of trip purposes in each group of personal attributes was proposed as a more 
accurate method for providing an understanding of travel behaviors. 

In detail, the connecting structure between sequential trips differs among the different 
groups of personal attributes. That is, traffic activities differ among personal attribute 
groups (sex, age, occupation). In each group in Section 3, the characteristics of trip chains 
were studied using cross tables of the connecting structure of the purposes of sequential trips. 
As an example, the structure of the trips taken by a male manager is shown in Fig. 5. 
Commuting is the start of the connecting flow and in order is generally followed by trip 
attraction for commuting trip, trip generation for business trip, trip attraction for a further 
business trip, trip generation for a private trip, trip attraction for a private trip, and trip 
generation for a return private trip. 

The modal choice models, which were constructed in the previous section, are applied 
based on this connecting structure of trips. It is assumed that the OD distribution of each trip 
is already known. With the commuting trip as the starting trip, the models for both the first 
trip and other generated trips were used. For trip purposes, which are indicated by a black 
arrow in Fig. 5, the modal choice models for other orders of generated trips were used. 

Likelihood ratio 
First triplothers 

0.3531 0.248 
0.4341 0.234 

7. Conclusion 

In this study, the travel characteristics were examined using the trip connecting structure 
in each group of personal attributes while considering the paradigm shift of society. Also, the 
characteristics of travel behavior of modal choice based on the sequential structure of the 
trip purpose and transportation choice was understood. Modal choice models considering a 
traveler's consciousness were constructed and applied based on the structural mechanisms of 
travel. The following is a summary of the results: 
(1) The occupation and age of the surveyed male and females were categorized into 36 and 
32 groups, respectively, while considering similar travel characteristics such as the linked 

Hit ratio 
First tripiothers 

81.1%. 77.8% 
82.6%; 76.0% 

Total 
80.0% 
79.8% 
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Fig. 5 Sequential Structure of the Trips Taken by a Male Manager 

structure of trip purposes. Details concerning the travel behaviors of each group of personal 
attributes under the paradigm shift of society, which is affected by various factors, can 
therefore be understood. 
(2) AHP weights for alternatives, which are useful for evaluating an individual's conscious- 
ness for modal choice, were analyzed using Quantification theory 1. Disaggregate logit 
models for modal choice using AHP weights for alternatives as the explanatory variables, 
were constructed. These models were highly precise. Therefore, a traveler's consciousness 
for modal choice was included in a logit model. 
(3) To understand the effects of mode choice in subject trips by viewing the preceding trip, 
the relationship of transportation choice between preceding and following trips was studied. 
As a result, it was revealed that the transportation choice in a subject trip is related to that 
of the preceding trip. Modal choice models of first generated trips and other orders of 
generated trip were also proposed. 
(4) Modal choice models that consider a traveler's consciousness were constructed for first 
generated trips and other orders of generated trips. In comparison with the traditional 
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model, the proposed model was considered more precise and therefore more useful and 
meaningful. 
(5) Application of the modal choice model based on the linked structure of trip purpose was 
proposed. By considering the linked structure of trip purposes in each group of personal 
attributes, it was possible to effectively and meaningfully apply the proposed modal choice 
model. In doing so, changes in travel behaviors with regards to personal attributes and the 
paradigm shift of society can be understood. Therefore, with this system an accurate 
understanding of the structural mechanism of travel behavior is possible. 
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